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Baby cloud is afraid of the dark. One night he receives a magical gift that helps him overcome his fear. In return he must take on a very important new role.

Themes:
- Overcoming fears
- Helping Others
- Day/Night
- Clouds

Discussion Questions:
- Have you ever thought of clouds being in a ‘forest’ as described in the story?
- How else could you describe a group of clouds?
- What did Baby Cloud love to do throughout the day?
- Why did Baby Cloud not like night time? What time of day do you prefer and why?
- As a class, make a list of the different things that you can do during the day compared to at night.
- Do you ever feel sacred of the dark like Baby Cloud?
- Who helped Baby Cloud overcome his fear? Who helps you when you are feeling scared about something?
- What did Baby Cloud have to do in return for having the magical power of light?
- How would you describe what Magic Moon did for Baby Cloud?
- Why is it important to try and understand others fears, and to try to help them?
- Do you think Baby Cloud should be proud of overcoming his fear? Discuss.

Activities:
- Have students colour the attached colouring sheet to create their own version of the same picture that is in the story.
- Oh No! Baby Cloud got lost on his way back to the cloud forest! He needs your help to find his way back home... complete the maze that is attached so you can help Baby Cloud.
- Create your own cloud painting. You may like to paint it as a day time picture or as a night time one.
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Oh no!

Baby Cloud got lost on his way back to the cloud forest!
He needs your help to find his way back home...